Abstract-Modular design based on spatial division multiplexing switches is a promising way to improve the capacity and reduce the cabling complexity of data center networks. However, due to the coexistence of mice and elephant flows, in modular data center networks a trade-off between the blocking probability and total throughput arises. In fact, blocking elephant flows would lead to a relevant penalty on the throughput but a small penalty on the blocking probability. In this paper, we investigate the relation between the blocking and throughput in modular data center networks based on optical spatial division multiplexing. We combine the two metrics linearly by a weight factor that prioritizes them relatively. To solve the resource allocation problem, we propose both mixed integer linear programming formulations and close-to-optimal heuristics for three different spatial division multiplexing switching schemes. Simulation results demonstrate that a carefully chosen weight factor is necessary to achieve a proper balance between the blocking probability and throughput for all the schemes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
D riven by the increasing adoption of cloud services, the demand for large data centers (DCs) is growing rapidly. The modular DC [1] based on prefabricated stand-alone modules, referred to as PODs, is considered an effective solution to build and maintain large DC facilities. Each POD typically holds several hundred servers, which are equipped with network interface cards operating at the data rate of 10 Gbps or higher [2] . Due to the massive amount of required bandwidth, it is a significant challenge to interconnect hundreds of such PODs to form a modular DC.
Optical spatial division multiplexing (SDM) enabled by multicore, multimode, or multielement fibers has been recently proposed as a cost-effective and energy-efficient solution to boost the network capacity of data center networks (DCNs) [3] . SDM can also be combined with wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) to achieve even higher capacity [4, 5] . Depending on whether optical signals on different spectral and spatial elements are coupled to form superchannels, several SDM switching schemes with different levels of flexibility and complexity have been investigated in [4] [5] [6] . Moreover, as demonstrated by various recent realizations of SDM-based switches and links [7] [8] [9] , this technology is expected to be applied to DCNs in the near future [10] .
To fully exploit the advantages of SDM-based modular DCNs, it is of great importance to develop high-performance resource allocation algorithms. Several spectral and spatial superchannel allocation policies aimed at minimizing the blocking probability of backbone networks are studied and compared in [11] [12] [13] . An integer linear programming formulation as well as a scalable heuristic algorithm are proposed in [14] to minimize the resource usage and, thus, maximize the traffic throughput of backbone SDM networks. Simple first-fit (FF) resource allocation strategies are proposed in [5, 6] for SDM-based modular DCs to effectively evaluate the blocking probabilities of different SDM switching schemes. In [15] [16] [17] , the traffic throughput of nonlinear backbone networks is maximized by optimizing the transmitter power and route of light paths. Other resource allocation strategies considering various physical layer impairments in multicore fibers while optimizing either the blocking probability or throughput can be found in [18, 19] .
of flows within the DCNs have low data rates, yet the majority of throughput belongs to a few elephant flows. This unbalance becomes more severe when the traffic demands are aggregated in the modular DCs, which makes the contrast between different flow classes even stronger. Consequently, targeting the minimization of the blocking probability may incur high blocking of bandwidthintensive elephant connections and hence reduce the network throughput. On the other hand, maximizing the throughput may lead to blocking of an excessive number of mice flows. Therefore, a balance between the blocking probability and throughput should be sought to guarantee fairness and efficiency in DCNs.
In [24] , we identified and analyzed the trade-off behavior between the blocking probability and throughput by using a preliminary heuristic. This paper extends the work by (i) proposing mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulations and refined heuristic algorithms for each of the SDM switching schemes in [24] , and (ii) presenting simulation results based on new traffic profiles that follow the realistic flow size distribution [20] [21] [22] [23] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the SDM switching schemes considered in this work are briefly introduced. The statement and objectives of the resource allocation problem are described in Section III. In Section IV, the MILPs and heuristics used to solve the problem are presented. Section V discusses numerical results. Concluding remarks are found in Section VI.
II. SDM SWITCHING SCHEMES
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , a simple all-optical modular DCN topology [6] is studied in this paper, where the PODs are interconnected through a single optical large port count (LPC) SDM switch. The LPC can be realized by employing SDM multiplexers and demultiplexers around a single-mode switch or integrating SDM fibers directly into an SDM switch. Each POD is connected to the LPC switch with a single bidirectional SDM fiber. Further details about the architecture can be found in [6] . In this paper, we analyze three different SDM switching schemes proposed in previous studies [5, 6] for modular DCs [4] . Each scheme provides a certain level of network flexibility by utilizing the spatial elements offered by the SDM fiber differently.
The first scheme (A1) is referred to as uncoupled SDM with flexible-grid WDM. This architecture requires one conventional spectrum selective switch (SSS) and one spatial mux/demux per spatial element for each transmission direction of the SDM fiber [25, 26] . Flexible-grid and tunable transceivers are deployed inside the PODs to transmit/ receive spectral superchannels [6] . As shown in Fig. 1(a) , each spatial element in A1 operates as an independent flexible-grid WDM fiber where multiple independent spectral superchannels are established.
The second scheme (A2) is the coupled SDM with spectral flexibility, which is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . This architecture can be realized by equipping each POD with advance flexible-grid, tunable, MIMO transceivers to transmit/receive the spectral-spatial superchannels [26, 27] . Two large SSSs are employed to connect the PODs to the LPC switch [6] . In this scheme, spectral superchannels are expanded to all the spatial elements to create spectral-spatial superchannels with increased capacity.
The third scheme (A3) is the coupled SDM with spectral and spatial flexibility, as displayed in Fig. 1(c) , where the unrestricted flexibility in both spectral and spatial domains are exploited to form flexible spectral-spatial superchannels. In this architecture, the POD is also equipped with advance flexible-grid, tunable, MIMO transceivers to transmit/ receive the spectral-spatial superchannels. In addition, it requires a large spectral and spatial selective switch (SSSS) to connect each POD to the SDM fiber [6] .
Furthermore, assuming uncoupled spatial elements in SDM fibers, superchannels can use different spatial elements at the input and output fiber links to the switch [3, 4, 6] . However, the spectral continuity constraint is imposed on the superchannels to obtain transparent transmission.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND OPTIMIZATION OBJECTIVES
To solve the resource allocation problem in SDM-based modular DCs, we assign spectral and spatial resources to a set of connection requests to connect the source and destination PODs. Based on the specific SDM switching scheme, different spectral-spatial superchannels can be established. In case the required resources are not available, the request is blocked.
In modular DCs, we consider that the network interconnecting PODs presents similar properties as the core tier of conventional DCs [6] , whose traffic pattern varies slowly over time, on the order of several seconds or higher [20] [21] [22] . Hence, we assume in our offline traffic model that the connection requests in modular DCs change periodically at a fixed time interval. At the beginning of each time interval, taking the current estimation of the connection requests as an input, the resource allocation is performed offline, and the corresponding network resources are reconfigured accordingly [5, 6] .
The goal of the resource allocation problem is to optimize both the number of established connections C and the total throughput B in the modular DCN simultaneously. The number of established connections C is related to the blocking probability κ as C 1 − κjTj, where jTj is the number of connection requests. In our study, the two objectives are combined linearly as C βB∕t ave , where β is a weight factor controlling the relative priority of B and C, while t ave is a normalizing factor set equal to the average data rate. This objective has two components: the number of established connections is maximized when β 0, while the throughput is optimized when β is large enough.
Assuming that the connection requests can be categorized into n traffic classes, each with a data rate τ i for i ∈ f1, …, ng, the objective proposed above can be rewritten as
where c i is the number of established connections in class i. Equation (1) is a weighted sum of the numbers of established connections from different traffic classes in the network, where each traffic class is weighted by 1 βτ i ∕t ave . By tuning the value of β, the relative importance of each traffic class in the objective function is varied accordingly. This interpretation is of practical relevance because not all the traffic in the DC is equally important [21, 22] . For example, the failure of delivering short control messages may result in severe performance degradation, whereas a large volume data transfer usually has higher delay tolerance. Therefore, by differentiating the traffic classes, the resources in modular DCNs can be allocated more efficiently.
IV. RESOURCE ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS
In this section, we first present MILP formulations for the considered SDM switching schemes, then describe heuristic algorithms to provide close-to-optimal solutions to the resource allocation problems. The parameters and variables in the formulations are defined in Tables I and II, respectively. The cardinal number of a set A is denoted as jAj.
A. Mixed Integer Linear Programming
The objective of all the formulations is the same as presented in Section III. By writing the number of established connections and total throughput as C P u∈T y u and B P u∈T t u y u , respectively, the objective can be expressed as P u∈T 1 βt u ∕t ave y u . All the formulations have similar constraints related to the formation of spectral-spatial superchannels, e.g., the spectral and spatial nonoverlapping constraints, but their implementations vary due to different levels of flexibilities. A subset of T selected by the spatial element assignment Γ Set of spatial elements in an SDM fiber Ω Set of spectral slots per spatial element in an SDM fiber
Set of candidate spectral-spatial superchannels for connection u ∈ T in A3, where each element h ∈ H u has the form of κ uh , λ uh f u Required number of spectral slots by connection u ∈ T in A1 and A2 κ uh Number of spectral elements required by the candidate h ∈ H u of connection u ∈ T in A3 λ uh
Number of spatial elements required by the candidate h ∈ H u of connection u ∈ T in A3 t u
Requested bit rate of connection u ∈ T t ave t ave 1 jTj
Weight factor in the objective 1) A1: The MILP formulation for the resource allocation in A1 is presented in (2):
subject to
Constraint (2b) calculates whether or not a connection request is successfully established. Constraint (2c) specifies the value of the first spectral slot's index assigned to a connection request. Constraints (2d) and (2e) enforce spectral nonoverlapping by ensuring that each spectral slot on a certain link is allocated to at most one connection request.
2) A2:
The MILP for the resource allocation in A2 is modeled in (3). Constraint (3b) calculates whether or not a connection request is successfully established. It also imposes upper and lower bounds on the first spectral slot's index of connection request u. Constraint (3c) specifies the spectral order of two connection requests if they share a common SDM fiber. Constraint (3d) is the spectral nonoverlapping constraint:
The MILP formulation for the resource allocation in A3 is formalized in (4). Because multiple spectralspatial superchannels can be used to serve a single connection request, we use a precalculated set H u to present all the candidates available to a connection request u ∈ T. Each element h ∈ H u is characterized by a tuple κ uh , λ uh , where κ uh and λ uh are the number of spectral and spatial elements needed by a superchannel h ∈ H u , u ∈ T:
i , i ∈ P: (4n) Constraints (4b) and (4c) specify the first spectral and spatial element assigned to a connection request, x iuk ∈ f0, 1g Equals 1 if the connection u ∈ T in A1 uses the spatial element k ∈ Γ in the fiber connecting POD i ∈ P y u ∈ f0, 1g Equals 1 if u ∈ T is successfully provisioned w u ∈ N Index of the first spectral slot assigned to u ∈ T δ uv ∈ f0, 1g Equals 1 if the first spectral slot assigned to u is smaller than the first spectral slot assigned to v for u, v ∈ ∪ i∈P T 2 i r iu ∈ N Index of the first spatial element assigned to u ∈ T i in A3, i ∈ P z uh ∈ f0, 1g Equals 1 if u ∈ T in A3 selects candidate h ∈ H u γ iuv ∈ f0, 1g Equals 1 if u and v in A3 share any spatial element, u, v ∈ T 2 i , i ∈ P q iuv ∈ f0, 1g Equals 1 if u and v in A3 do not share any spatial element and the indexes of all the spatial elements in u are smaller than those in v, u, v ∈ T 2 i , i ∈ P p uv ∈ f0, 1g Equals 0 if u and v in A3 are both successfully established, u, v ∈ ∪ i∈P T 2
Required number of spectral elements by u ∈ T in A3 λ u ∈ N Required number of spatial elements by u ∈ T in A3 respectively. Constraints (4d) and (4e) calculate the number of spectral and spatial elements used by a connection request, respectively. Constraint (4f) calculates whether or not a connection request is successfully established. Constraint (4g) specifies the relative spectral position of two connections if they share an SDM fiber. Constraint (4h) is equivalent to 1 − p uv y u y v . Thus, p uv equals 0 if both u and v are successfully provisioned. In Constraint (4i), given two established connections u and v on POD i (p uv 0), their relative position can only be one of three cases: (i) u and v do not share a spatial element and all the spatial elements' indices in u are less than those in v (q iuv 1 and γ iuv 0); (ii) u and v share some spatial element (q iuv 0 and γ iuv 1); and (iii) u and v do not share any spatial element and all the spatial elements' indices in u are larger than those in v (q iuv 0 and γ iuv 0). Constraints (4j) and (4k) specify the relative spatial position of u and v in Case (i). Constraints (4l) and (4m) specify the relative spatial position of u and v in Cases (ii) and (iii). Constraint (4n) specifies the relative spectral position of u and v if they share any spatial element.
B. Heuristics
MILPs for resource allocation are too complex to be solved in realistic scale modular DCs. 2 This is due to the 2D degrees of freedom for selecting resources. However, as is shown by the algorithm outlined in Fig. 3 , we can leverage the MILP formulations to partly relieve their complexities by decomposing them into spatial and spectral assignment subproblems and solving them sequentially. First, we use the spatial element assignment (SEA) to generate T s , a subset of promising connection requests that are likely to be provisioned, and assign spatial elements to them. Then, the spectral resources are assigned by solving an ensemble of first-fits (FFs) and choosing the best solution in the ensemble.
Algorithm 1:
The mixed FF algorithm Input:
• A set of connection requests T s selected by the SEA • Normalized weight factors p i 1βτ i ∕t ave P n i1 1βτ i ∕t ave for each traffic class i 1, …, n 1: Let D be an empty list 2: while T s is not empty do 3:
Sample a traffic class i with probability equal to p i for i 1, …, n 4:
Uniformly sample a connection request u from the traffic class i in T s 5:
Append u to the end of D and delete it from T s 6: end while 7: Allocate spectral resources to connections in L one by one Output: The spectrum assignments of established connections, i.e., the value of w u for all SDM switching schemes.
Specifically, the SEA MILPs can be formulated as follows for each scheme.
1) A1:
2) A2:
3) A3:
subject to On a 3.4 GHz quad-core computer with 8 GB RAM, the computational times of (2), (3), and (4) are approximately 1 h, 30 min, and more than 24 h, respectively.
As can be seen in Constraints (5)- (7), the SEA subproblem is modeled by dropping all constraints related to the relative spectral position of connections in Constraints (2)-(4) and adding a constraint imposing that the capacity of each spatial element is not exceeded by the sum of the connections' capacities assigned to it. As a relaxed version of the original MILP, the SEA also calculates upper bounds of the objective functions for Eqs. (2)-(4) . Consequently, even when it is impossible to solve Eq. (2)-(4) exactly, we can obtain an estimation of the optimal solution without heavy computational burdens.
The set of promising connection requests delivered by the SEA, i.e., T s fujy u 1g in the solutions of Eqs. (5)- (7), will enter the spectral element assignment stage, which is solved by an ensemble of FFs, and the final solution is the best one in the ensemble. Each of the FFs first sorts the connections according to a certain policy, then assigns spectral slots to each of them. Note that the spatial elements of each connection are already determined by the SEA and will not be changed later by the FFs.
In the ensemble of FFs, the connections are sorted by one of the following policies:
(i) ascending FF: ascending order of the bit rate request
(ii) descending FF: descending order of the bit rate request t u , u ∈ T [29] ;
(iii) mixed FF: a mixed order, as described in Algorithm 1.
Each traffic class appears in the top of the list with probabilities proportional to their relative priorities in the objective expressed in Eq. (1).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we first examine the performance of the proposed heuristics against the upper bounds on the objectives of the resource allocation problems given by the SEAs. We next study the relationship between the number of established connection requests and total throughput in the schemes introduced in Section II. The impact of the scheme and traffic load on the trade-off is also investigated. Finally, the trade-off is studied also under random traffic.
The dual-polarization binary phase-shift keying is assumed as the modulation format in the modular DCN. The spectrum is sliced into spectral slots of 12.5 GHz, and the number of spectral slots is linearly mapped to the provisioned capacity. A guard band of one spectral slot is assigned to each spatial element of a spectral-spatial superchannel to guarantee a satisfactory signal quality. Note that, if traffic demands with very small data rates are present in the DCN, they are first aggregated into larger traffic demands and then provisioned by spectralspatial superchannels with at least one spectral slot [6] . Therefore, small traffic demands are still compatible with SDM-based DCNs. Due to the short transmission distance inside DCs and assigned guard band, the physical-layer impairments are negligible and not considered in this paper.
The number of connection requests generated per POD is a random integer uniformly distributed in the range
where jPj is the number of PODs in the modular DC, and L 1 and L 2 with 0 < L 1 < L 2 < 1 are two parameters controlling the range of the uniform distribution. Assuming that multiple flows between the same POD pair are consolidated into a single one [30] , there is at most one connection request between two PODs. Two traffic classes are generated: τ 1 50 Gbps mice flows and τ 2 400 Gbps elephant flows. The high data rate of the mice flow is because we aggregate many mice flows between two PODs into one traffic request. Two types of traffic profiles with L 1 0.10, L 2 0.95 and L 1 0.10, L 2 0.35 are used in the simulations. The L 1 0.10, L 2 0.95 traffic profile is used for A1 and A3, while L 1 0.10, L 2 0.35 is used for A2. This is because the resource utilization of A2 is much lower than that of A1 and A3 when a large amount of mice flows is present exhausting the spatial resources. Therefore, we need to adjust the traffic load for A2 to generate useful results. The value of β is gradually varied from 0 to 10. The elephant flows constitute 10% of the total number of flows and produce 42% of the aggregate data rate request, which follows the flow size distribution in empirical studies on DC traffic models [20] [21] [22] [23] . A modular DC with jPj 100, jΩj 80 and jΓj 5 is used in the simulations. The choice of these parameters can simplify the simulation process. Actually, the overall capacity offered by the SDM fiber is comparable with a WDM system utilizing full C-band, but the cabling complexity and energy efficiency of the network are improved. Moreover, the proposed heuristic can easily scale up for larger DCNs with more spatial and spectral elements and obtain similar results because the complexity of the SEA and the ensemble of FFs are affected by the network size. As will be shown, the trade-off between throughput and blocking probability depends only on the relative traffic load and is not related to the absolute DC size, so the selected parameters are sufficient to identify the general trade-offs in modular DCs.
A. Performance of Proposed Heuristic
The quality of the proposed heuristic algorithm can be measured by the relative optimality gap against the upper bound on the objective of the resource allocation calculated from the SEA, which is defined as
where η ub and η he are the values of the objectives given by the SEA and the ensemble of FFs, respectively. The optimal solutions from the MILPs are not used in the calculation of the optimality gap because the computational complexities of MILPs are too high and cannot be solved within reasonable time. However, as will be shown below, the optimality gap is close to zero, indicating tight upper and lower bounds estimated by the SEA and proposed heuristics, respectively:
In Fig. 4 , the relative optimality gaps of the proposed heuristic are shown together with the benchmark ascending and descending FFs proposed in [6] for all the schemes. Note that the baseline FF algorithms in Fig. 4 are used for both the spatial and spectral assignments and are different from the proposed heuristic, which assigns spatial resources by the SEA and spectral resources with the ensemble of FFs. Different traffic profiles are used for the schemes to make meaningful comparisons. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the relative optimality gaps of the proposed heuristic algorithms are close to 0 and outperform the FF benchmarks for all the schemes and all β, indicating good approximations of the optimal solutions in all cases. The gap of the benchmark ascending FF grows as β increases because it prioritizes mice flows and, thus, performs well only when β is small. However, the opposite happens for the benchmark descending FF, which allocates elephant flows first. In A1 and A2, the gains of the proposed algorithm against the benchmarks are comparatively large for medium values of β, when the mice and elephant flows are prioritized equally. In A3, thanks to the preselection of promising connection requests performed by the SEA, the proposed algorithm demonstrates a large performance improvement compared with the FF benchmarks. We also provide the solutions from the SEA and the ensemble of FFs to the MILP solver as start points to accelerate the search for better solutions. Unfortunately, no improvement is achieved within a reasonable time, due to the high complexity of the original MILPs.
B. Static Traffic Scenario
We then investigate the relation between the throughput and number of established connections. For each SDM switching scheme, we gradually change the value of β from 0 to 10 and solve the resource allocation problem 50 times with random traffic demands for each β. The throughput and established connections corresponding to the same β are averaged and plotted as one point in the throughputconnection plane. Finally, the points from different β values are connected to form a Pareto curve. The range of β is selected such that the throughput-connection trade-off is observable, whereas either the throughput or connection will be dominant when β is out of the chosen range.
In Fig. 5 , the resulting Pareto curves for both the upper bounds on the objective of resource allocations obtained by the SEA and the proposed heuristic are shown for all the schemes. In Figs. 5(a) and 5(c), as β increases, points on the Pareto curves of A1 and A3 gradually move from the lower right corner to the upper left corner of the throughputconnection plane. The middle parts of the Pareto curves have higher throughput values compared with the straight lines connecting their endpoints. The "elbow points" correspond to β 0.23 in both schemes, which is highlighted by green ellipses. As β increases from 0 to 0.23, the upper bounds on the throughput increase by 8% at the expense of 3% less established connections. If β increases above 0.23, the numbers of connections suffer more degeneration (15% in the upper bounds) whereas the improvement in throughput is not significant (only 6% in the upper bounds) compared with below the "elbow points." The Pareto curves of the proposed heuristic follow a similar trend as the upper bounds. A balance between the throughput and the number of connections is achieved at the "elbow points," where both objectives are optimized without affecting each other significantly.
In Fig. 5(b) , however, we can only observe two extremes on the Pareto curves in A2. The results stay at the bottom right corner of the figure when β < 0.5 and immediately jump to the upper left corner for β > 0.5. This is because A2 has much lower resource utilization compared with A1 and A3 and, thus, is overloaded given the same connection requests as A1 and A3. When β is small, the large number of mice flows exhaust all the resources, and the elephant flows are entirely blocked. On the other hand, when β is large enough, the elephant flows will suddenly take over and consume most of the resources, making the resource allocation problem hardly adjustable. The Pareto curve for A2 will be bent when the traffic load is light enough such that the resources are not fully dominated by only one traffic class but shared with multiple ones. This is verified by the simulation with L 1 0.10, L 2 0.35, as shown in Fig. 5(e) , where the "elbow point" occurs at β 0.04. The performances of A1 and A3 are always better than A2 due to the extra flexibility provided by the SDM switching schemes. In Fig. 5(d) , the Pareto curves of the upper bounds for A1 and A3 are close to each other for all values of β, whereas A3 slightly outperforms A1 on the proposed heuristic's Pareto curves. In Fig. 5(f) , A1 and A3 can provision all the connection requests, regardless of the value of β. Consequently, their Pareto curves shrink to an identical point on the throughput-connection plane. Moreover, analogous to the performance of A2 in the light traffic scenario, the Pareto curves of A1 and A3 will become straight lines under high traffic loads. These results show that the behavior of the Pareto curve is determined by the relative traffic load and is independent of the absolute DC size.
To further investigate the dependency of the Pareto curve on traffic loads, extensive simulations are performed in all possible load scenarios and switching schemes. Calculation results confirm that the observations in Fig. 5 are typical and most representative in SDM-based DCNs. Specifically, the trade-off behaviors can be categorized into three classes:
(1) In a heavy traffic scenario, the total demands are too high to provision elephant and mice flows simultaneously. The Pareto curve is a straight segment connecting two points, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . At each endpoint of the segment, only one of the traffic class is allocated in the network. Consequently, the blocking probabilities of the network are always high regardless of β.
(2) In a medium traffic scenario, the two flows can coexist in the DCN, and their balance is achieved by controlling β. The Pareto curve is smooth and has gradually changing slopes, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . However, network resources are fully utilized in this scenario. Therefore, the resultant blocking probabilities are high due to the intensive competition between mice and elephant flows.
(3) In a light traffic scenario, the network capacity is sufficient to provision all the traffic demands. The corresponding Pareto curve shrinks to a single point, as shown by the blue dot in Fig. 5(f) . In this scenario, the blocking probabilities are zero.
In the transition from light to medium traffic scenarios, the simultaneous presence of low blocking probability and trade-off is observable. For instance, the Pareto curve of A1 with traffic load L 1 0.10, L 2 0.50 is shown in Fig. 6 . The blocking probabilities are less than 10%. The tradeoff behavior, however, is not always evident, as indicated by the extremely small variance of throughput (less than 0.4%). Given the difficulties in searching for observations with both low blocking probabilities and identifiable trade-off, we find that simulations in the medium traffic scenario are more representative to a wide range of realistic traffic conditions.
The fraction of the number of elephant flows in the established connections is a monotonically increasing function of β for all the schemes, as shown in Fig. 7 , where the elephant flows grows near the "elbow points" and finally saturate at high β. The difference between the ending and beginning of the A2 curve is larger than in A1 and A3. This is because the flexibility of allocating spectral-spatial superchannels in A2 is less than those of A1 and A3, so only relatively coarse granular resource provisioning can be achieved in A2. As a result, compared with A1 and A3, more elephant flows are blocked in A2 when β is small, and more mice flows are blocked when β is large. 
C. Stochastic Traffic Scenario
Next, we study the impact of stochastic traffic on the tradeoff. As in [31] , we assume that the data rates of mice and elephant flows follow normal distributions N μ 1 , σ 1 and N μ 2 , σ 2 , respectively, with negative values discarded and the distributions renormalized. As evidenced by previous research in DC traffic ( [21] , Fig. 4) , the cumulative distribution function has comparable spreads for the mice and elephant parts, indicating that the two flows have similar variances of data rate in linear scale. Therefore, we assume σ 1 σ 2 , which significantly simplifies the simulations. Two simulation scenarios are considered. In the first scenario, the average data rates are fixed to μ 1 50 and μ 2 400 Gbps, and the standard deviations of both flows are varied from 0 to 75 Gbps with a step size of 25 Gbps. The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the chosen traffic models are shown in Fig. 8 . In the second scenario, we simulate the traffic models with standard deviations fixed to σ 1 σ 2 25 Gbps and different average data rates. Here, μ 1 is swept from 50 to 125 Gbps and μ 2 from 400 to 475 Gbps, respectively, with a step size of 25 Gbps for both flows. The CDFs of the chosen traffic models are shown in Fig. 9 .
In Fig. 10 , the simulation results for A2 in the first traffic scenario are illustrated. Taking the case of σ 1 σ 2 0 Gbps as a baseline, as the standard deviations σ 1 and σ 2 grow, the blocking probabilities of mice flows increase in Fig. 10(a) , whereas those of elephant flows only fluctuate slightly in Fig. 10(b) . In Fig. 10(c) , the throughput of mice flows keeps increasing with an exception at σ 1 σ 2 25 Gbps, where the throughput curve is initially close to the baseline and has a slight increment only when β is large. The throughput of elephant flows in Fig. 10(d) is almost unchanged relative to the baseline. In Fig. 10(e) , the Pareto curves gradually move toward the upper left corner of the throughput-connection plane.
These observations are attributed to the large data rate granularity of superchannels in A2, truncated data rate distribution of mice flows, and unbalanced number of mice and elephant flows. First, the smallest superchannel in A2 utilizes one spectral element and supports a maximum data rate of 125 Gbps, which is well above the average of mice flows. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 8 , even at the highest data rate variation of 75 Gbps, still more than 70% of the mice flows can fit into the smallest superchannel. These mice flows do not consume extra resources but contribute more to the throughput because their data rate distribution is truncated from below, and the probability mass is shifted to higher values. On the other hand, as the data rate variation grows, the resource usage of connection requests becomes less uniform and, thus, causes heavier resource fragmentation and higher blocking probability. However, because the number of mice flows requiring the smallest superchannel are dominant over the remaining bigger mice flows and elephant flows, the overall throughput still grows despite the rising blocking probability. The exception in Fig. 10(c) is because the distribution of mice flows is not spread out enough to be truncated when σ 1 σ 2 25 Gbps. Consequently, the throughput curve is the same as the baseline at smaller β but gains a slight increment at larger β as the proposed heuristic prefers mice flows with a larger data rate to optimize the overall objective.
In Fig. 11 , the simulation results for A3 in the first traffic scenario are illustrated. Taking the case of σ 1 σ 2 0 Gbps as a baseline, as the standard deviations σ 1 and σ 2 grow, the fragmentation becomes heavier, and the blocking probabilities of both the mice and elephant flows in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) increase. This is the reason why the Pareto curves in Fig. 11 (e) are all shifted to the left and the throughput of the elephant flows in Fig. 11(d) drops. In Fig. 11(c) , however, the throughput of mice flows behaves differently, where it first decreases at σ 1 25 Gbps, then climbs up when σ 1 50 Gbps, and finally becomes even higher than the baseline. When σ 1 25 Gbps, the data rate distribution of mice flows is not spread out enough to be truncated, so the throughput of mice flows follows the reversed trend of its blocking probability. When σ 1 keeps growing, the distribution is truncated at zero, and the average data rate of mice flow starts increasing. This effect cancels out with the reduced blocking probability at σ 1 50 Gbps and becomes more significant when σ 1 75 Gbps. Moreover, because of the dominant proportion of mice flows, the overall throughput follows the trend of mice flows, and, thus, the Pareto curve first moves downward at σ 1 σ 2 25 Gbps and then upward. The simulation results for A2 in the second traffic scenario are shown in Fig. 12 . We consider the results of μ 1 50, μ 2 400 Gbps as a baseline. In Fig. 12(a) , the blocking probability of mice flows stays the same at μ 1 75, μ 2 425 Gbps, then grows for larger average data rates. However, despite the fewer established mice flows, the throughput of mice flows keeps increasing in Fig. 12(c) . This is because, when the average data rate increases to μ 1 75, μ 2 425 Gbps, the mice flows can still fit into the smallest superchannel. Hence, the mice blocking probability is the same, but the mice throughput increases significantly. Larger average data rates will finally diversify the resource usage and cause heavier fragmentation and, thus, induce higher blocking probability to mice flows. Meanwhile, the mice throughput increases but at a lower growth rate due to the fewer number of established mice connections. In Fig. 12(b) , the blocking probability of elephant flows stays close to the baseline curve with small fluctuations, whereas the throughput of elephant flows in Fig. 12(d) tends to follow the same behavior as the mice flows but in a much slighter degree. Combining the above-mentioned effects together, the resulting Pareto curve in Fig. 12 (e) first shifts upward at μ 1 75, μ 2 425 Gbps, then toward the upper left corner of the throughput-connection plane.
In Fig. 13 , the simulation results for A3 in the second traffic scenario are illustrated. We consider the results of μ 1 50, μ 2 400 Gbps as a baseline. As the average data rates grow, the blocking probability of mice flows in Fig. 13(a) increases as a result of heavier fragmentation. The throughput of mice flows in Fig. 13 because the gain in average data rate outweighs the loss caused by higher blocking probability. In Fig. 13(b) , the blocking probability of elephant flows grows at small β but converges to 0 when β is large. Consequently, the throughput of elephant flows in Fig. 13(d) decreases at small β, but the trend is reversed at large β. The resulting Pareto curve in Fig. 13 (e) moves continuously toward the upper left corner of the throughput-connection plane.
The simulation results of A1 are similar to those of A3 in both simulation scenarios and are shown in the paper. The only difference between them is that all Pareto curves of A1 are shifted slightly toward the lower left corner of the throughput-connection plane relative to their A3 counterparts. This is due to the limited switching flexibility offered by A1 in comparison with A3.
It is worth noting that the following figures of merit in DCNs are of great importance as well: i) bisection bandwidth, i.e., the minimum bandwidth available between any two equal segments of the DCN; ii) network latency, i.e., the time it takes for data to travel from their source to destination; and iii) scalability, i.e., the ability of the DCN to function well when it scales to a larger size. These key indicators are determined by both the resource allocation algorithm and DCN architecture. In this paper, due to the space limit, we mainly focus on the efficiency of the resource allocation algorithm, whereas the other figures of merit are not thoroughly investigated. Qualitatively, an efficient and balanced algorithm can achieve a fair resource utilization in the DCN and, thus, obtain a relatively high bisection bandwidth. Moreover, the computational complexity of the proposed heuristic is relatively low and is not heavily dependent on the network size. Therefore, the network latency and scalability of the DCN can also benefit from the proposed algorithm. We plan to investigate this aspect in our future work.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents MILP formulations and heuristic algorithms for the resource allocation problem in three SDM-based modular DC switching schemes. The objective of the resource allocations is upper-bounded by the proposed SEA subproblem and tightly lower-bounded by the proposed heuristic algorithms. The trade-off between the number of established connections and throughput is identified. By plotting the interplay of the two objectives on the throughput-connection plane, we find that a good balance between the two objectives can be achieved at the "elbow point" of the Pareto curve. Moreover, the shape of the Pareto curve is related to the relative traffic load and the SDM switching scheme. Despite A3's extra flexibility, it has only slightly better performance compared with A1. Whereas A2 has the lowest achievable throughput and number of established connections due to the large resource granularity of its superchannels. The trade-off persists for all the architectures in a random-traffic scenario, with shifts of the Pareto curves introduced by the specific traffic distributions and resource granularity.
